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m2 distribution

*lanetary mass dis"ibu(o) 

13 MJup ????

- Really an overlap

  with brown dwarfs?

- Where?

m2sini distribution
Observational bias

Planet Detectability with radial velocities

Jupiter  @ 1 AU  : 28.4 m s-1

Jupiter  @ 5 AU  : 12.7 m s-1

Neptune  @ 0.1 AU  : 4.8 m s-1

Neptune  @ 1 AU  : 1.5 m s-1

Super-Earth (5 M!)  @ 0.1 AU  : 1.4 m s-1 

Super-Earth (5 M!)  @ 1 AU  : 0.45 m s-1

Earth  @ 1 AU  : 9 cm s-1

Need to go below 1 m/s 
for close super-Earths!

A few m/s precision OK 
for giant planets 
e.g. Jupiters out to > 5 AU



+ARPS: stability at 1 m/s

"RV =1 m/s

"#=0.00001 A

15 nm       

1/10000 pixel

thorium calibration

2-fiber fed

"RV =1 m/s

"T =0.01 K

"p=0.01 mBar

Pressure controlled Temperature controlled

- Observatoire de Genève
- Physikalisches Institut, Bern
- Observatoire Haute-Provence
- Service d’Aéronomie, Paris
- ESO

*recision at work -> zoom ,ward sma-er-mass planet#

p  = 9.5 d  
      mpl = 10.5 MEarth

Santos et al. 2004



The HARPS search for low-mass planets

ESO-3.6m @ La Silla

HARPS

• Sample of ~400 slowly-rotating, nearby FGK dwarfs                                      
from the CORALIE planet-search survey                      
+ known planets

• HARPS log(R’_HK)<-4.8 => ~280 good targets                  
Non evolved (Sousa et al. 2009)

• Observations ongoing since 2004

• Focus on low-amplitude RV variations

=> about 50% of HARPS GTO time

+arps: a blossom of candida.s /I0



HD 69830:  A trio of Neptunes

P1 = 8.67 days a = 0.078 AU     M sini = 10.2 MEarth

P2 = 31.6 days a = 0.186 AU     M sini = 11.8 MEarth

P3 = 197 days a = 0.63  AU     M sini = 18.1 MEarth

Lovis et al., Nature 2006

HARPS@3.6-m telescope, ESO La Silla

An emerging population of Hot Neptunes and 
Super-Earths

P1 = 4.31 days
e1 = 0.02

m1 sini = 4.3 M!

P2 = 9.62 days
e2 = 0.03

m2 sini = 6.9 M!

P3 = 20.5 days
e3 = 0.04

m3 sini = 9.7 M!

Mayor et al. A&A 2009

HD 40307
K2 V
Dist 12.8 pc
[Fe/H] = -0.31

O-C = 0.85 m/s
135 observations

+ drift = 0.5 m/s/y



Two super-Earth  (5-7 MEarth) in a 4-planet system
+ a very light planet of 1.94 MEarth

P1=3.15d  M1=1.94MEarth

P2=5.37d     M2=15.7MEarth

P3=12.9 d     M3=5.4MEarth      

P4= 66.8 d   M4= 7.1 MEarth

Gl 581, 
 M3V star

6 M. Mayor et al.: A Earth-type planet in GJ 581 planetary system

P = 66.8 day ; m sin i = 7.1M!
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Fig. 2. Radial velocity curves for planets e, b, c and d from top to bot-
tom. The residual velocities to the four planets keplerian fit are plotted
on the lowest panel.
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Fig. 3. The Ca !!H+K index as function of the Julian dates (upper panel)
and its periodogram (lower panel).

observational bias to detect these low mass companions, we
can see a rise of the distribution towards super-Earth planets
(cf. Fig. 7 of the above mentionned reference).

! The majority of systems having planets with masses in the
range of super-Earths and Neptunes are multiplanetary sys-
tems. Among the 6 planetary systems having a detected
super-Earth, (GJ 876, HD 40307, HD 7924, GJ 176, GJ 581,
HD 181433) two-third are multiplanetary systems. These
systems are of di!erent types : 2 systems with one super-
Earth plus one or two gaseous giant planets (GJ 876, HD
181433), 2 systems with several planets on non resonant or-
bits (HD 40307, GJ 581) and two systems with only one de-
tected planet (GJ 176, HD 7924). However we cannot ex-
clude that other planets could be detected in the future in
one of these two systems. Some hints of additional planets
are observed in the periodogram of HD 7924 (Howard et al.
2009).

! Low mass planetary systems seem not to be more frequent
around metal-rich host stars (Udry et al. 2006).

! Based on a preliminary analysis of the radial velocity mea-
surements of the 200 solar-type stars of our HARPS high
precision survey, we have detected low mass close-in plan-
ets (P< 50d and m sin i < 30M") around 30% of these stars
(Lovis et al. 2009).

Multiplanetary systems with several low mass close-in plan-
ets are interesting as providing constraints for models of plane-
tary formation. We can specially emphazise the three systems :
HD 69830 (3 planets), HD 40307 (3 planets) and GJ 581 (4 plan-
ets).

Terquem & Papaloizou (2007) have studied the migration
of cores and terrestrial planets induced by their interaction with
the protoplanetary disk. “Their results indicate that if hot super-
Earths or Neptunes form by mergers of inwardly migrating
cores, then such planets are most likely not isolated. We would
expect to always find at least one, more likely a few, companions
on close and often near-commensurable orbits”. The high per-
centage of multiplicity observed in the above-mentionned sys-
tems has to be noted in comparison with that model. However
we can also remark that observed periods are always quite far to
be near-commensurable.

Observable consequences of planet formation models in sys-
tems with close-in terrestrial planets have been addressed by

Bonfils et al. 2005

Udry et al. 2007

Udry et al. 2007
revised in Mayor et al. 2009

Mayor et al. 2009

5.5 MEarth

14 MEarth

0.3 MJup

Hebrard et al. 2009

Lower precision measurements More active stars

Also



transit

microlensing

RV

+arps: explora(on of sma--mass domai)

HARPS

1. New mass domain
 

Text

Observational bias

2. “Rise” towards the 
     the very small masses? 

New “category” of  planets

small-mass normalisation 

=> x 8 (?)

 

?



Formation tracks

Mstar=1 M!

Nominal model

Type I migration 

(Analytical rate reduced by fI)

Type II migration 

(Disk dominated: Mp<Mdisk,loc)

Type II migration 

(Planet dominated: Mp>Mdisk,loc & 

disk limited gas accretion)

see also 

Ida & Lin models

all

Monte-Carlo Simulations of planet formation via core accretion

- Mordasini, Benz, Alibert
  (2004-2008)
- Ida & Lin (2004-2008)

Prediction: Many very small mass, solid planets

HARPS

10 m/s



Some properties of close-in low-mass planets

1) Mass distribution

Prediction of 
a large population 
of terrestrial planets

Observations
(normalized distribution)

Models
(Mordasini et al. 2009)

Giant planets

super-Earths



Statistics of occurrence low-mass planets

• Sample of ~400 slowly-rotating, nearby FGK dwarfs                                     

• HARPS log(R’_HK)<-4.8        => ~280 good targets      
non evolved

• Stars with too small # of observations: 117 stars

          => 163 stars for which we can say something

Nothing      Rather no planet           Hint of planet       Planets
----------       ----------------------           ------------------      ----------

 55/163               14/163                         31/163           63/163

   34%                     8%                             19%              39%

Between 39% (conservative) and 58% (optimistic) 
of solar-type stars in the HARPS high-precision 
survey host planets with masses below 50 MEarth

1ys.ms wi' Neptunes and super-Ear'#
2n emerging new popula(o)

 

Properties?

comparison with giant panets?



?

Mordasini et al. 2008

Some properties of close-in low-mass planets

1) Mass distribution • Mass distribution grows towards lower 
masses, as predicted by core accretion 
(Mordasini et al. 2008)

• Detection bias below ~10 M!
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Some properties of close-in low-mass planets

2) Period distribution

• For small-mass planets, no peak at ~3 days. Rise to >10 days?                                   -> 

migration stops earlier than for gas giants ? No stopping mechanism?  Type I ?

Udry, Mayor, Santos 2003 Low-mass planets
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• M stars

– GJ 436             N  + ??                                  R   Super-Earth

– GJ 876             R  + 2 G                                N   Neptune-type

– GJ 581           3R                                           G   Gaseous giant planet

– GJ 674             N

– GJ 176             R                         ~50% of multi-planet systems                              

• G and K stars

– 55 Cnc            N + 4 G

– Mu Ara            N + 3 G

– GJ 777A          N + G

– HD 69830      3N

– HD 4308          N                                 

– HD 219828      N  + G             

– HD 40307      3R

– HD 181433      R + 2 G

– HD 47186        N + G

– HD7924           R                                                (HARPS)

*lanetary mul(plici3  for sys.ms wi' at leas4
one Neptune or Super-Ear' /in VR surveys only0

         7 / 10  !!!
    Multi-planet systems

Trend confirmed by unpublished candidates 
(including curved drift)

Santos et al. 2001-2006

Fischer & Valenti 2002-2005

5eta-ici3 corr6la(on of planet-host star#       
Giant gaseous planets   Stars with planets are more metal rich?  

                                                                  (Gonzalez 1997, 1998, 1999)

• Well-defined samples

   with and without planets

• Uniform analyses

• Large number of stars

Average: 2 regimes
                flat + power law

Udry & Santos, ARAA, 2007

%

Constant probability at low 
metallicities ?

Udry & Santos, ARA&A 2007



CORALIE giant planets HARPS low-mass planets

No metallicity correlation for low-mass planets ?

Comparison sample

m < 20 MEarth

m < 10 MEarth

*rimary-mass e7ec4

Lovis & Mayor 2007 

Equal bin in log(Mstar)

• M dwarfs

• solar stars

• intermediate masses

Planetary system mass
planet masses/star number

=> mass of planetary 
material scales with Mstar

RV bias
underestimate the last bin

(see also Johnson et al. 2007)



Giant planets vs super-Earths

• Planetary mass distribution 

– continuous till high values (>20 MJup)

– bimodal, new low-mass planet population for small masses

– small-mass population: rising towards low masses

• Period distribution

– giants: accumulation at short period: migration effect

– low-mass planets: no accumulation -> type I migration?

• Planet eccentricity

– wide range of values observed, no significant differences between the 2 populations

• Planet multiplicity

– seems to be the rule 

• Host star metallicity

– higher frequency of giants around metal-rich stars (not observed for giant stars?)

– correlation not observed for low-mass planets

– Low-mass planets: planet mass vs star metallicity weak correlation 

• Primary mass

– scaling between M1 and planetary material in the system

– dependency of gaseous/solid ration on M1

Planetary parameter diversity
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CoRoT, M-Dwarf surveys  



Detection of Earth twins in the HZ of solar-type stars ?


